
Third and Fourth Class: List 2 

 

Reading Writing Maths Other areas: 

 Read to someone 

for 10 minutes 

 Do some paired 

reading for 15 

minutes 

 RTÉ Jr podcast: 

We Love Books 

 The audiobook 

app audible.com 

gives you a 

months free 

trial and one 

book for free 

(All the Harry 

Potter books 

narrated by 

Stephen Fry can 

be found here!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Start a diary. Write 

short entries 

summarising each day. 

 Dictation: ask 

somebody to call out 

1-3 sentences (these 

can be made up or 

taken from a book), 

while you write them 

down. Then get them 

to check your 

spelling. If you got 

any wrong try 

learning those 

spellings for the 

week. 

 RTE jr We Love 

Books is launching a 

nationwide writing 

competition. If you’re 

in third to sixth 

class, we want YOU 

to get wild, get weird 

and get writing.   

Entries must be 500 

words or under and 

 Keep revising tables 

(multiplication and division) 

using topmarks.co.uk game hit 

the button/ hit the question 

 Time: Using an analogue clock/ 

watch get your child to 

represent various times by 

adjusting the hands (1 o’clock, 

quarter past 1, half past 1, 

quarter to 2, 2 o’clock) 

 Time bingo: Get your children 

to divide a sheet of paper into 

six boxes, then fill each box 

with a random time (they can 

use both analogue and digital 

times), the bingo caller will 

then call out various times, 

the first person to get all 6 

times covered on their sheet 

gets Bingo! 

 Measuring: estimate the 

length of various objects, 

record your estimates on a 

piece of paper, then check the 

actual length using a ruler/ 

measuring tape, calculate the 

SESE 

 RTE junior Ecolution podcast based on 

climate change 

 Science: Go on a nature walk to 

identify the signs of spring. You could 

bring a checklist with you from 

twinkl.co.uk (see attachment) 

 Geography: Try and learn off the 

counties in each province (week 1 all 

the counties in Leinster, week 2 all the 

counties in Munster, etc.) 

 Geography - water experiment: Pour 

about 3 spoonfuls of water each onto 2 

saucers. Place one near sunlight (on 

windowsill/ near a lamp) and the other 

into a press or some shade. Leave for 4 

hours before checking results (key 

word: evaporation). You could write up 

your experiment using the following 

headings – Title, date, equipment, 

method: step 1, step 2, step 3, 

prediction, results, labelled diagram. 

 History: Horrible Histories TV 

programme can be found on Netflix 

and audiobooks are available on 

audible.com 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the deadline is April 

13th. Third and 

Fourth class, your 

theme is “Go Wild!” 

difference between your 

estimate and the actual 

length! How close did you 

get?? (this can be done with 

household objects and outdoor 

objects) 

 Money (adding and 

subtracting): If you go 

shopping keep your receipt. 

Cover/hide the total on the 

receipt. Ask your child to 

write out the sum of all the 

items bought and add them up. 

What change did the 

shopkeeper give you? Subtract 

the cheapest item from the 

total. Now subtract the most 

expensive item.  

 

 History: Come up with a list of 

questions to interview your 

parent(s)/grandparent(s) about the 

toys and games they used in the past. 

Compare them with the toys and games 

you have now by identifying the 

differences and similarities. 

Art: 

 Design and make a Happy Easter card 

for someone special. 

 Ask an adult to hard boil some eggs 

for 15 mins. Paint and decorate the 

shells with different designs and 

patterns to make lovely Easter 

decorations for your home. 

P.E. 
 Have a wellie throwing competition with 

the members of your family. Who can 

throw the wellie the furthest distance?  

(this will tie in with length). 

 The body coach kids workout (short 

movement breaks on youtube with Joe 

Wicks). 

 Gonoodle dances – come up with your own 

dance routine to your favourite song and 

teach it to someone else. 

  Take a bag/bucket each time you go to 

the beach to collect litter and stop 

plastics being brought back out to sea. Be 

sure to wash your hands afterwards 

(imagine if everyone did this, our beaches 

would be clean in no time!!). 



 


